SECTION 10260
WALL AND CORNER GUARDS (final)

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 This section shall include criteria and selection for wall and corner guards.

1.02 Wall and corner guards shall be used in high abuse areas, dormitory common areas, lab spaces, classrooms, athletic facilities, dining areas and other places where approved by a Brown University Project Manager.

1.03 All wall and corner guards shall be built-in, not applied, in new construction.

1.04 Chair-rails shall be used in classrooms.

1.05 A footrest shall be installed in classrooms spanning an area slightly wider than the display board under which it is installed.

1.06 RELATED WORK

A. Section 00100 General Conditions for as-built samples
B. Section 09200 Plaster
C. Section 09250 Gypsum Board
D. Section 09901 Interior Paints and Coatings

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.01 The following manufacturer of plastic wall and corner guards shall be used unless otherwise approved by a Brown University Project Manager:
   ACROVYN INTERIORS

2.02 Corner Guards fabricated of stainless steel shall be a viable alternative.

END OF SECTION